




The 2020 range of artisan crafted
percussion instruments and accessories



Welcome to KEO Percussion - a brand new range of artisan crafted percussion instruments and 
accessories, handcrafted in Britain to inspire musicians to create outstanding performances.

KEO percussion is a subsidiary brand of the British Drum Co. and is the vision of master drum builder 
Keith Keough. This connection to such a highly regarded master craftsman will reassure players that 
KEO percussion instruments share the same DNA as the outstanding handcrafted drums that have 
made such a huge impact on the world of drums and percussion. KEO Percussion is driven by the 

same passion and desire to innovate, and is equally ambitious and forward-thinking.

Keith’s deep knowledge of wood’s acoustic properties, together with his inherent sense of the 
musicality of wood, has led to the creation of this new range of percussion instruments which not only 

sound amazing, but also visually reflect their maker’s heritage and expertise.
These instruments are a beautiful hybrid of craft and function. The sensual, tactile qualities of the wood 

compel you to pick up the instruments and inspire you to play. 



Instruments



Tambourines
Get your groove on with these amazing instruments

that sound as good as they look!



Shakers
Add some spice to your rhythms with these brilliant little 

shakers. Graded Soft, Medium and Loud, they will work their 
magic in any musical situation.



Cajon
Portable percussion perfection!

Beautifully handcrafted using select tonewoods and a unique 
snare system for better separation

of playing zones and increased sensitivity.

These cajons sound truly remarkable



Luxury Cajon
Percussive luxury!

Finished with a stunning exotic tonewood
soundboard, a unique snare system

for better separation of playing zones, increased sensitivity 
and an ergonomically designed seat panel

for a comfortable playing experience.



Fumed Eucalyptus Eucalyptus Windsor Dark

Spalted Beech Etimoe Ziricote



Woodblock Guiro
Is it a woodblock? Is it a guiro?

This fantastic instrument is the best of both worlds and 
offers endless opportunities

for percussive creativity.



Jingle Stick
Ideal for traditional hand percussion but also try using 

instead of drumsticks and explore new creative possibilities 
with this inspirational instrument.



Flutter Stick
Let yourself go with this unique hand percussion instrument.

Flexible layers of tonewoods inspire creative sound effects and 
imaginative rhythms - give your playing some stick!



Accessories



Practice Pads
Practise makes perfect,

so make sure you choose one of these outstanding pads 
when you want to work on your rudiments.

Natural gum rubber surface
for optimum response.



Practice Pads

Large 12” Pad Medium 8” Pad Puck Pad



“O” Rings
Handcrafted from Scandinavian Grade A Birch.

Give your bass drum resonant head the love it deserves and 
add a KEO “O” Ring to the port hole.

Prevents damage to the edge and looks fantastic!

Available in three sizes,
Large, Medium and Small.



Kick Beater
Our stylish bass drum beater features a round-profiled 

wooden head for maximum contact with the drumhead. The 
1/4” shaft fits most pedals.



Sizzler
Sometimes you just need something to add that extra 

“sparkle to your cymbal -
that’s when you reach for the Sizzler!

A heavier-weighted chain, attached to a KEO cymbal felt,
to really cut through.



Cymbal Felts
Give your kit the total Keo experience with these stylish, 

generously padded cymbal felts.
Sold in packs of 4.



Bass Drum Patch
Control the impact of your pedal beater on your bass drum 

head with this stylish, but effective beater patch.
A generous felt patch is securely attached to Keo branded 
Scandinavian Birch, complete with self-adhesive pad for 

easy installation.



Snare Dampener

Take control of overtones and over-ring.
 

Stylish and practical, the KEO Snare Dampener is a quick 
and easy solution to achieving your perfect snare sound. The 

built-in magnets attache firmly to steel hoops.
Complete with steel sping clips for use with

non-magnetic hoops.



iTAP

iTAP is a small, portable, acoustic, professional percussion 
instrument that is designed for all genres of music as well

being suitable for educational and therapy work.

100% designed and made in Britain the iTAP is the same 
size as a sheet of A4 paper and only 12mm thick, which 

makes it perfect for shops to store and post.
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only from

Designed by KEO Percussion in conjunction with Nicko McBrain

•

Built-in “hoop” feature enables realistic and authentic crosstick and rimshots

•

Natural gum rubber playing surface for optimum rebound and response



5mm Natural Gum
Rubber surface

16mm  Engineered
HDF Baseplate

5mm Foam non-slip base 
surface

Engraved Signature 
Series nameplate
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